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Abstract
As cities become bigger so have their bottlenecks. The urban traffic average speed has decreased to a crawling pace. In México city, during peak hours usually we can find cars slowly
moving in every avenue or highway. Each intersection has become a bottleneck. The chaos
due to un-existent enforcement of the law and
usual lack of the driver’s education or patience,
is an everyday incident. In recent years, the authorities of México city have modified certain
conflicting intersections, to avoid having a bottleneck at the crossing, this has been done with
what we call “English” turns, where turning left
(i.e. crossing the flow in opposite direction) is
decoupled from going straight or turning right.
Here we present a model of this kind of turn
that will serve as starting point to further work
on the analysis, identification and optimization
of the flow in it.
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not a symmetrical system, since only North, East and
West bound traffic can turn left. The physical model
can be seen in figure 1.

2

Petri Nets

We will define what is a Generalized Petri net. This
description will be enough to understand the basic behavior of the model. To this basic model we will associate stochastic processes, time or external control to
its transitions [6, 7].
Definition 1 Petri Net A Petri Net is a 3-tuple N =
hP, T, F i, where P is a finite set, whose elements are
called places, T is a finite set, whose elements are called
transitions, and F defines the input-output relation between places and transitions; F : (P ×T )∪(T ×P ) → N.
Where P ∩ T = ∅ and P ∪ T 6= ∅. And F (p, t) defines
the weight of the arc that goes from the place p to the
transition t (input arc) and F (t, p) defines the weight
of the arc that goes from the transition t to the place p.

Introduction

The Petri net is a bipartite digraph, i.e. it has a
graphical
representation. Usually the elements of P ,
The problem of traffic control has been of interest for
the
places,
are drawn as empty circles and the elements
a long time and can not be considered solved to evof
T
,
the
transitions,
are drawn as bars or rectangles.
eryone’s satifaction[1]; different approaches have been
The
net
represents
the
structure of the system.
used centralized[2], decentralized[3], intelligent[5]. Here
we use Petri Nets to Model [6, 7] the system, our starting point to further developments.
Definition 2 Marking The marking of a Petri net is
For our purpose we take the intersection at the function M that associates tokens or marks to the
Politécnico and Juan de Dios Bátiz Avenues. This is places M : P → N.
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The current marking of a net represents its current
state. A system is represented by a marked Petri net

3.1

Typical Arrival Process or
Transition

Definition 3 System or Marked Petri Net A system is a marked petri net S = {N, M }.
The arrival of the vehicles to the system is done
The behavior of the system is given by the token
from source transitions (transitions without input
movement. The transitions represents the events and
places). Since the control elements of the system, the
the places the states of the system.
semaphores, usually are operated considering time as
Definition 4 Enabled Transitions A transition t is discrete, we considere a discrete behavior of the sysenabled when all its inputs places have a marking at tem, where the events occur at each and every second.
least the weight of the arc connecting to the place with The upper limit on the number of vehicles that can arrive to the system per second, n, depends on the maxthe transition.
imum speed considered and on the number of lanes.
∀p ∈ P : M (p) ≥ F (p, t)
A defensive driving approach considers a two second
separation between vehicles, however, this situation is
An enabled transition can be fired.
rare in practice. For three lanes we have the following
Definition 5 Firing of a Transition An enabled educated guesses:
transition t can be fired, and in this way the marking of
the net is modified, in the following way
∀p ∈ P : Mk+1 (p) = Mk (p) − F (p, t) + F (t, p)
marks are remove from the transition’s input places and
placed on the transition’s output places.
Decisions or conflict situations have a structural representation in the net.

n


6.66



4.99
=
 3.33


1.66

vehicles/s
vehicles/s
vehicles/s
vehicles/s

for
for
for
for

Vmax
Vmax
Vmax
Vmax

= 80km/hr
= 60km/hr
= 40km/hr
= 20km/hr

Definition 6 Conflict A conflict is a place whose
marking enables several output transitions.
A conflict represents a point or state where a choice
must be made.

3

In this case the marking of the transition’s output
place will evolve on time according to the following expressions

Logical Model

In the model proposed, we identified several typical elements.
• Arrival transition or Process,
• Exit transition or process,

P (Mt+1 = j|Mt = i, C = ∗) = P (j, i)
X
where
P (j, i) = 1
i=0,...,n

and i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}

• Decision Structure,
• Semaphores controlled exclusion set, i.e., collision
avoidance processes.
where P (j, i) is the probability after i vehicles arrived
which we describe more thoroughly in the following sec- at the previous instant, j vehicles arrive in the current
tions.
instant, regardless of the control C.
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3.2

Typical Decision Structure or
Conflict

They work sequentially, with a fixed schedule. They are
fair, since they allow the crossing of the intersection to
everyone that access it at one point in time. Frequently
Inside the system, the drivers must take several deci- this is not the optimal behaviour, since the flow in cersions, according how deep they are in the system. So tain senses depends on the time of the day, but it is a
the sum of the probabilities at each place must be one. fair one. A better aim could be to minimize the waiting
So we have:
time of every vehicle in the system.
The following expressions try to model the marking
• at the input place
change under the described behavior and according to
P (Mf orward |Minbound ) + P (Mlef t |Minbound ) = 1
the control input C (color of the light)
• for those waiting for the first left turn
• C=Red light
P (Mreturn |Minbound )+ P (Mlef t |Minbound ) = 1
– Input place marking change
• for those within the intersection
a.s.
P (Mt+1 = Mt + rt |Mt , C = “red”) = 1
P (Mf orward |Minbound ) + P (Mlef t |Minbound )+
where 0 ≤ rt ≤ n
P (Mright |Minbound ) = 1
and t ∈ [tred0 + δred , tred0 ]
the left turn at this point is used by lost, confused or rogue drivers and ambulances, since it is
the shortest route.

3.3

Typical Exit Process or
Transition

• C=Green light or C=Yellow light
– Input and Output place marking change
1 ≥ P (Mt+1 = Mt ± ct |Mt , C = “c” ≥ 0
where 0 ≤ ct ≤ n
and t ∈ [tc0 + δc , tc0 ]

δgreen + δyellow = δred
At the output of the system we suppose that they are
no constraints, that is the vehicles exit the system at
top speed, so the firing of the output transitions (sink 3.5 Timed Places
transitions or transitions without output places) will
depend on the current marking of its input place ac- In order to have a simpler net, we consider that each
place for each mark in the net has associated a discording to:
tance dp and a speed vp that are used to model the
Mt+1 = Mt − n when Mt ≥ n
time tp = dp /vp the vehicles spent in the state p before
Mt+1 = Mt − c when Mt = c < n
being able to enable the output transitions. Where dp
is fixed and 0 ≥ v ≥ Vmax .
so a soon a mark arrives to these places it enables the
transition, with the only restriction caused by the max- 4
Conclusions and Further Work
imum output speed. This is only true in an uncoupled
This model is only starting point. Since traffic changes
system.
a lot during the day and night hours, a fixed schedule
will annoy drivers and will tempt them to ignore the
3.4 Typical Semaphore Controlled
signals. To avoid identifying the different parameters,
Transition or Exclusion set
like in[5], of the system and have an intelligent system,
The function of the semaphores is to give the right of a state of the art system could be proposed, that uses
way to certain parts of the intersection that are shared. cameras to identify the load in each part of the system.
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Figure 1: Physical model of the intersection analysed (North at the top)
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Figure 2: Simplified Petri Net Model (logical model) of the intersection considered
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